International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate, Australia

Looking for a life-changing career within business? Then look no further!

At Novo Nordisk, we are driving change to defeat diabetes and other serious chronic conditions.

Novo Nordisk is a global healthcare company with more than 90 years of innovation and leadership in diabetes care. This heritage has given us experience and capabilities that also enable us to help people defeat other serious chronic conditions: haemophilia, growth disorders and obesity.

Headquartered in Denmark, Novo Nordisk employs approximately 40,300 people in 75 countries and markets its products in more than 180 countries.

Job description

Utilise your master’s degree and join the 2-year International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate Programme, Australia, giving you a broad range of invaluable skills and experiences as you work your way across different business areas, countries and markets of Novo Nordisk Pharmaceuticals.

The programme has been designed to develop the next generation of business leaders and will give you the opportunity to make a difference to the millions of people who rely on our products.
About the International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate Programme

Novo Nordisk’s Region (known as AAMEO) encompasses markets in Africa, Asia, Middle East and Oceania (Australia & New Zealand). Employees working within business at Novo Nordisk have a wide range of roles and responsibilities – but all share the same commitment to excellence and to drive the continued success of Novo Nordisk. This graduate programme spans many business functions including business development, regulatory affairs and product supply.

During the programme you will work with senior managers and build an international network of world-class colleagues, establishing yourself as one of tomorrow’s key people in our business at Novo Nordisk.

We’ve designed the International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate Programme, Australia, so that, following its successful completion, you will be equipped with the necessary skills and experience to become an integral part of our company in Australia.

Please note: This specific graduate programme is targeted at local candidates from Australia. We also have a Global Business Processes Graduate Programme and many other graduate programmes, which are open to applicants from anywhere in the world.

The position

During the 2-year programme, you will undertake three rotations of 8-months duration. One rotation will take place in Australia, one rotation will be in our corporate headquarters in Denmark, and one will be in one of our business regions or global affiliates.

The rotations are shaped to suit your development needs, while meeting our business requirements and to ensure you build the required competences. Below is an example of how the rotations could be shaped:

- Rotation 1

Working in Australia, you will become truly close to the Business Area office and gain hands-on experience with business challenges that pharmaceutical companies face in this market.
Rotation 2

During your placement in our corporate headquarters in Denmark, you will be acquainted with corporate life as you are assigned to a key corporate function such as Product Supply or Business Development, depending upon your interest and the needs of the business at the time.

Rotation 3

Located for example in marketing, business development or market access in one of our global affiliates, you will acquire true international experience in a global organisation.

Working at Novo Nordisk

Working at a successful global pharmaceutical company, which is also the world leader in diabetes care, you will have the opportunity to make a significant difference to patients and society while also delivering exciting results from a business perspective.

Joining Novo Nordisk should appeal to you not just because we respect and value our employees, but also because of what we do to change the lives of millions of people around the world. To work here you will need to be highly ambitious, yet have a team player mind-set and enjoy working in a global and culturally-diverse organisation.

Qualifications

To apply for the International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate Programme, Australia, you must have:

- A master’s degree from 2017 or by August 2018 in a relevant subject, for example within economics, management, international business or marketing. Please note: if you are graduating outside this timeframe then please check out these opportunities: student jobs, internships and permanent entry level jobs
- International experience from working, studying or voluntary work
- Relevant work experience or extracurricular activities
- Above average academic achievements
- Professional fluency in English
How to Apply

If you meet all the criteria and live in Australia with either citizenship or permanent residency status, then Apply Now and no later than COB 8 January 2018 by submitting your motivational letter and CV (in English) plus a copy of your master’s certificate or latest grade transcript.

In addition, you must provide a 1-minute video of yourself explaining why you are the ideal candidate for the International Operations (AAMEO) Business Graduate Programme.

Timelines

Applicants shortlisted for an interview, to be held in Sydney, will be contacted by 12 February 2018. The final candidates will be required to attend a Graduate Recruitment Centre held in Denmark from 13 to 14 March 2018. The successful graduate will commence the programme on 1 September 2018.

Contact

Please see all our other graduate programmes, read current graduates’ blogs and learn more about the application process at novonordisk.com/graduates.

Important: before you apply!

Before you click to apply, please ensure you have already prepared a motivational covering letter, your CV and latest transcript.

To supplement this written information, you will also be asked to record a 1-minute video, to answer the question: “Why am I the perfect candidate for this graduate programme?”. Your answer will be an integral part of your application. Please note that you will be able to record your answer several times, to ensure you are happy with your performance, before submitting your application. Tip! Meet current graduates and Programme Managers in this video and hear their experiences with the application video.

View Novo Nordisk’s role here on Sydney CareerHub.